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Introduction

This paper is a contribution to Vinberg’s theory ofθ -groups, or in other words, to In-
variant Theory of periodically graded semisimple Lie algebras [Vi1,Vi2]. One of our main
tools is Springer’s theory of regular elements of finite reflection groups [Sp], with some
recent complements by Lehrerand Springer [LS1,LS2].

The ground fieldk is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. Throughout,G is
a connected and simply connected semisimple algebraic group,g is its Lie algebra, andΦ
is the Cartan–Killing form ong; l = rkg.

Intg (respectively Autg) is the group of inner (respectively all) automorphisms ofg;
N is the nilpotent cone ing. Forx ∈ g, z(x) is the centraliser ofx in g.

Let g = ⊕
i∈Zm

gi be a periodic grading ofg andθ the correspondingmth order auto-
morphism ofg. Let G0 denote the connected subgroup ofG with Lie algebrag0. Invariant
Theory ofθ -groups deals with orbits and invariants ofG0 acting ong1. Its main result sta-
tus that there is a subspacec ⊂ g1 and a finite reflection groupW(c, θ) in c (the little Weyl
group) such thatk[g1]G0 � k[c]W(c,θ). We say that the grading is N-regular (respectively
S-regular) ifg1 contains a regular nilpotent (respectively semisimple) element ofg. The
grading is locally free if there isx ∈ g1 such thatz(x) ∩ g0 = {0}. The same terminology
also applies toθ .

In this paper, we obtain some structural results for gradings with these properties and
study interrelations of these properties. Section 1 contains some preliminary material on
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θ -groups and regular elements. In Section 2, we begin with a dimension formula for semi-
simpleG0-orbits ing1. We also prove two “uniqueness” theorems. Recall that Intg is the
identity component of Autg, and it operates on Autg via conjugations. Givenm ∈ N, we
prove that each connected component of Autg contains at most one Intg-orbit consisting
of automorphisms of orderm that are either N-regular or S-regular and locally free. In
Section 3, we show thatθ -groups corresponding to N-regular gradings enjoy a number of
good properties. Letm1, . . . ,ml be the exponents ofg and let{e,h,f } be a regularsl2-
triple such thate ∈ g1 andf ∈ g−1. For the purposes of this introduction, assume thatθ is
inner. Setki = #{j | mj ≡ i (modm)} (i ∈ Zm), and letζ be a primitivemth root of unity.
We prove that

(i) the eigenvalues ofθ on z(e) areζmi (1� i � l),
(ii) dim gi+1 − dimgi = k−i−1 − ki for all i ∈ Zm,
(iii) the restriction homomorphismk[g]G → k[g1]G0 is onto,
(iv) theG0-action ong1 admits a Kostant–Weierstrass (= KW) section.

In the general case, the definition of theki ’s becomes more involved, see Eq. (3.1), but
the above assertions (ii)–(iv) remains intact.

In Section 4, it is shown that any locally free S-regular grading ofg is N-regular. This
implies that all such gradings admit a KW-section. We also give a formula for dimension of
all subspacesgi in the S-regular case. Another result is that dimc � k−1 for anyθ -group.
We then show that theG-stable coneπ−1π(c) ⊂ g is a normal complete intersection. (Here
π :g → g//G is the quotient mapping.) In particular, ifθ is S-regular or N-regular, then
G · g1 is a normal complete intersection. A description of the defining ideal ofG · g1 is
also given. This material on normality relies on results of Richardson [Ri]. It is curious to
note that in casem = 2 (i.e.,θ is involutory) S-regularity is equivalent to N-regularity. But
for m > 2 neither of these properties implies the other.

Section 5 contains a description of the coexponents forlittle Weyl groups, ifθ is both
S- and N-regular. This is based on recent results of Lehrer and Springer [LS2].

1. Vinberg’s θ -groups and Springer’s regular elements

Let θ be an automorphism ofg of finite orderm. The automorphism ofG induced byθ is
also denoted byθ . Letζ be a fixed primitivemth root of unity. Thenθ determines a periodic
gradingg = ⊕

i∈Zm
gi , wheregi = {x ∈ g | θ(x) = ζ ix}. Whenever we want to indicate the

dependence of the grading onθ , we shall endow ‘gi ’ with a suitable superscript. IfM is
a θ -stable subspace, thenMi := M ∩ gi . Recall some standard facts on periodic gradings
(see [Vi1, Section 1]):

• Φ(gi ,gj ) = 0 unlessi + j = 0;
• Φ is non-degenerate ongi ⊕ g−i (i �= 0) and ong0;
• in particular,g0 is a reductive algebraic Lie algebra and dimgi = dimg−i ;
• if x ∈ gi andx = xs + xn is its Jordan decomposition, thenxs, xn ∈ gi .
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